
Data Representation

0.1 Introdution

This note is devoted to the di�erent types of data supported by ur-

rent omputers. The following important types are desribed, hara-

ter, boolean, signed integer, �oating-point, �xed-point, and BCD (binary

oded deimal). Also disussed are the onepts of arry and over�ow.

The non-numeri data types dealt with are harater and boolean. First,

however, let's try to understand the meaning of the term �data type.� A

data type is something like �integer�, �real�, or �boolean.� These words

are used all the time in higher level programming and most users have a

vague, intuitive understanding of them. It is possible, however, to assign

them a preise meaning. Reall, for example, that a boolean quantity

an take one of two values, namely �true� or �false.� We say that the set

of all boolean values is of size 2, i.e. {0, 1}. This leads to the de�nition:

A data-type is a set of values.

0.2 Boolean

A Boolean is a word derived from the name of George Boole, an Irish

mathematiian and philosopher who founded the �eld of modern symboli

logi. He was interested in operations on numbers that result in non-

numeri quantities, suh as a > b, that results in either true or false,

and ame up with a formalism of suh operations, now alled as boolean

algebra. His work is widely used in the design of omputers, sine all the

arithmeti operations in the omputer are performed in terms of logial

operations. The boolean values in omputer are represented as 1 and 0,

or 1xxxxxx and 0xxxxxx, where x's are don't are bits, meaning that,

they an be either 0 or 1 or ombinations.
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0.3 Numeri Data Types

Following are the fators for seletion of type number representation in

omputers,

1. types of numbers to be represented: integers, real numbers, omplex

numbers

2. range of values to be dealt with

3. preision of numbers required

4. ost of hardware required to store and proess these numbers.

The numbers are represented in one of the two formats: �xed point

and �oating point format. First has small range and simple hardware

requirements while seond requires omplex hardware, but has higher

range of representable numbers.

Most omputers inlude two data types in this ategory, namely in-

teger and real. However, this, setion shows that it is possible to de�ne

other numeri data types that an be useful in speial situations.

0.3.1 Signed Integers

The binary number system was disovered by the great mathematiian

and philosopher Gottfried Wilhelm Von Leibniz on Marh 15, 1679. This

representation of the integers is familiar and is the most �natural� num-

ber representation on omputers in the sense that it simply uses the

binary values of the integers being represented. The only feature that

needs to be disussed, onerning integers, is the way signed integers

are represented internally. Unsigned numbers are ertainly not enough

for pratial alulations, and any number representation should allow

for both positive and negative numbers. Three methods have been used

throughout the history of omputing to represent signed integers. These

are sign-magnitude, one's omplement, and two's omplement. All three

methods reserve the leftmost bit for the sign of the number, and all three

use the same sign onvention, namely 1 represents a negative sign and 0
represents a positive sign.

0.3.2 Sign-Magnitude Representation

In this method the sign of a number is hanged by simply omplementing

the sign bit. The magnitude bits are not hanged. To illustrate this

method we use 4-bit words, where one bit is reserved for the sign, leaving
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three magnitude bits. Thus 0|111 is the representation of +7 and 1|111,

that of −7. The number 0|010 is +2 and 1|010 is −2. In general, 1xxx

is the negative value of 0xxx. The largest number in our example is +7

and the smallest one is −7. In general, given n-bit words, where the

leftmost bit is reserved for the sign, leaving n − 1 magnitude bits, the

largest possible number is 2n−1 − 1 and the smallest one is −(2n−1 − 1).
The zero is both positive and negative here.

This representation has the advantage that the negative numbers are

easy to read but, sine we rarely have to read binary numbers, this is not

really an advantage. The disadvantage of this representation is that the

rules for the arithmeti operations are not easy to implement in hardware.

Before the ALU (arithmeti and logi unit) an add or subtrat suh

numbers, it has to ompare them, in order to deide what the sign of the

result should be? When the result is obtained, the ALU has to append

the orret sign to it expliitly. The sign-magnitude method was used on

some old, �rst-generation omputers, but is no longer being used.

For frational numbers, the sign magnitude sheme reserve a bit for

sign and a bit string following to that for magnitude in integer and fra-

tions. For example,

−1101.01012 = −13.312510

This is beause, fration 0.01012 =
1

2
× 0 + 1

4
× 1 + 1

8
× 0 + 1

16
× 1 =

0.312510, aordingly, there is a deimal equivalent.

For non-negative (unsigned)integer representation there is no need to

bother for sign. Hene, 8-bit binary number an represent 010 . . . 25510.
If we onsider that the binary number is A = an−1an−2 . . . a0, then, its
equal deimal number is

A =
n−1∑

i=0

2iai (1)

For Signed magnitude representation using binary format, sine the

left most bit (most signi�ant bit) is reserved for sign, hene, for 8-bit

size memory, only 7-bits shall be available for magnitude part. Therefore,

+1810 = 000100102 in 8-bit representation, and −1810 = 100100102. As
an expression, we write,

A =

n−2∑

i=0

2iai, if an−1 = 0 (2)

and
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A = −
n−2∑

i=0

2iai, if an−1 = 1. (3)

Following are the drawbak of sign-magnitude representation:

1. it requires onsideration of sign and magnitude separately,

2. there is double notation for 0, i.e., +0 and−0, i.e., +010 = 00000000,
and −010 = 10000000.

3. for doing arithmetis, you need to ompare them, and give a sign

in result as per the magnitude of the larger number.

0.3.3 One's Complement

This method is based on the simple onept of omplement, i.e. inversion

of bits of a binary number. It is more suitable than the sign-magnitude

method for hardware implementation. The idea is to represent a negative

number by omplementing the bits of the original, positive number. This

way, we hope to eliminate the need for a separate subtration iruit in

the ALU and subtrat the numbers by adding their omplement. Perhaps

the best way to understand this method is to onsider the omplement

of a deimal number, as given in the following example.

Example 0.3.1 Subtration using 9's omplement.

Instead of performing the subtration on deimal numbers: 12845−3806,
we add omplement of deimal 3806 into 12845. The �rst step is to

omplement the seond number. The most natural way to omplement

a deimal number is to omplement eah digit with respet to 9 (the

largest deimal digit). Thus the omplement of 03806 would be 96193.
The seond step is to add the two numbers, whih yields the sum 12845
+ 96193 = 109038. This is trunated to six digits (one sign digit plus

�ve magnitude digits), to produe 09038. The orret result, however,

is +9039, whih is obtained by arti�ially adding a 1 to our result. But

before aepting this fat, the reader may try some more examples to

onvine herself that this works often, but not always, when numbers

with di�erent signs are added. If the net result is negative, there would

not be any arry like this. �

Example 0.3.2 Subtration and addition using 1's omplement.
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Consider subtration of 25 from 17. Their binaries are, 11001 and 10001,
respetively. After adding the 1's omplement of seond number, we get

11001 + 01110 = 100111. Removing the left most bit in the result and

adding into the rest, we get result 00111 + 1 = 010002 = 810. �

The one's omplement method was used on many seond generation

omputers, but was rejeted in favor of the newer two's omplement

method.

0.4 Two's Complement representation

Using 2's omplement representation, negative numbers are represented

as two's omplement, and positive numbers have zero in the most sig-

ni�ant bit (MSB) position. In this notation, the most signi�ant bit is

used as sign bit, while other bits are treated di�erently. For n-bit bi-

nary number, the range of values whih an be represented is −2n−1
to

+2n−1 − 1. Also, the number of representations of zero is one only. The

addition and subtrations are straight forward. If the result of alula-

tion is negative (the MSB is 1) then atual result's magnitude is found by

obtaining its two's omplement. Apart from this there is important sym-

metry - the boundary numbers are omplement of eah other, i.e., −2n−1

and +2n−1 − 1. The equation 4 gives an expression for 2's omplement

representation for both positive and negative numbers. For an−1 = 0, the
term −2n−1an−1 is zero and the equation de�nes a non-negative number.

For an−1 = 1, the term 2n−1
is subtrated from the summation, resulting

to a negative number.

A = −2n−1an−1 +

n−2∑

i=0

2iai (4)

The table 1 shows the values for two representation shemes, i.e., sign

magnitude and two's omplement.
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Table 1: Sign-magnitude v/s 2's omplement mode.

Deimal Sign Two's

Representation Magnitude Complement

+7 0111 0111

+6 0110 0110

+5 0101 0101

+4 0100 0100

+3 0011 0011

+2 0010 0010

+1 0001 0001

+0 0000 0000

-0 1000 0000

-1 1001 1111

-2 1010 1110

-3 1011 1101

-4 1100 1100

-5 1101 1011

-6 1110 1010

-7 1111 1001

-8 None 1000

0.5 Floating point Representation

Sine integers are not su�ient for all alulations, omputer designers

have developed other representations where non-integers an be repre-

sented and operated on. The most ommon of whih is the �oating

point representation (fp for short), normally alled real. In addition to

representing non-integers, the �oating point method an also represent

very large and very small (frations very lose to zero) numbers. The

method is based on the ommon sienti� notation of numbers (for ex-

ample, 56× 109) and represents the real number x in terms of two signed

integers a (the mantissa) and b (the exponent) suh that x = a × 2b

(�gure 1).

b a s exponent mantissa

(a) (b)

Figure 1: Floating-point representation, (a) as two binary numbers, (b)

with a sign-bit.
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Table 2: Binary numbers in �xed-point format(�g. 1(a))

a b a× 2b value

1. 1 1 1× 21 2

2. 1 10 1× 210 1024

3. 1111 -3 15× 2−3
1.875

4. 1 -10 1× 2−10 ≈ 0.001

5. 100 -1 100× 21 50

The table 2 shows some simple examples of real numbers that onsist

of two integers. Note that none of the integers is very large or very small,

yet some of the �oating point numbers obtained are extremely large or

are very small frations. Also some �oating point numbers are integers,

although in general they are not.

The table 2 shows two important properties of �oating point num-

bers. One is that magnitude of the number is sensitive to the size of the

exponent b; the other is that the sign of b is an indiation of whether the

number is large or small. Values of b in the range of 20 result in �oating

point numbers in the range of a million, and a small hange in b (as, for
example, from 20 to 21) doubles the value of the �oating point number.

Also, �oating point numbers with positive b tend to be large, while those

with negative b tend to be small.

The funtion of the mantissa a is not immediately lear from the table,

but is not hard to observe. The mantissa ontributes the signi�ant digits

to the �oating point number.

More insight into the nature of the mantissa is gained when we on-

sider how �oating point numbers are multiplied. Given the two �oating

point numbers x = a × 2b and y = c × 2d, their produt is x × y =
(a× c)× 2b+d

. Thus, to multiply two �oating point numbers, their expo-

nents have to be added, and their mantissas should be multiplied. This is

easy sine the mantissas and exponents are integers, but it involves two

problems:

1. The sum b + d may over�ow. This happens when both exponents

are very large. The �oating point produt is, in suh a ase, too big

to �t in one word (or one register), and the multipliation results in

over�ow. In suh a ase, the ALU should set the V �ag (for over-

�ow), and the program should test the �ag after the multipliation,

before it uses the result.

2. The produt a × c is too big. This may happen often beause the
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produt of two n-bit integers an be up to 2n-bits long. When this

happens, the least-signi�ant bits of the produt a×c should be ut

o�, resulting in an approximate �oating point produt x× y. Suh
trunation, however, is not easy to perform when the mantissas are

integers, as the next paragraph illustrates.

Suppose that the omputer has 32-bit words, and that a �oating-point

number onsists of an 8-bit signed exponent and a 24-bit mantissa (we

ignore the sign of the mantissa). Multiplying two 24-bit integer mantissas

produes a result that's up to 48-bits long. The result is stored in a 48-

bit temporary register, and its most-signi�ant 24-bits are extrated, to

beome the mantissa of the produt x× y.

Computer designers solve this problem by onsidering the mantissa of

a �oating-point number a fration. Thus, a mantissa of 10110 . . .0 equals
to 0.10112 = 2−1 + 2−3 + 2−4

= 11/16. The mantissa is stored in the

�oating point number as 10110 . . .0, and the (binary) point is assumed to

be to the left of the mantissa. Normalization of �oating-point numbers

is introdued below.

0.5.1 IEEE754 Floating-point Format

A deimal number 9760000 an be represented in �oating point as 0.97×
107, and a frations 0.0000976 an be represented as 0.976 × 10−4

, in

general,

± S ×B±E
(5)

here S is alled signi�and (i.e., mantissa), B is base, whih is 10 for

deimal, and 2 for binary numbers. The �gure 2 shows the struture of

general format for IEEE754. The representation means, (−1)sign × (1 +
mantissa)× 2expo.−bias

Significand

1 8 23 bits

Sign
bit

Expo-
nent

Single precision

Significand

1 11 20 bits

Sign
bit

Expo-
nent

Double precision

32 bits

1st word 2nd word

= 52 bits

Figure 2: IEEE754 Floating-point Format.
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0.5.2 Biased Representation

The two's omplement is good for addition and subtration operations

on positive and negative numbers with or without frations. However, it

is not e�ient for exponential format. This is beause, the two's om-

plement exponent is not e�etive for sorting. For example, -1 = 1. . . 11,

+1=0 . . . 01), where a negative number has higher absolute value. Hene,

these number annot be sorted.

To resolve the above problem, a bias is introdued so that 0. . . 0 is

smallest representable exponent, and 1 . . . 1 is largest. For a k-bit expo-
nent, a bias value of 2k−1 − 1 is subtrated from the exponent to obtain

the true value of exponent. For single preision(SP), the bias is 127, and

for double preision it is 1023. The range for SP is −2×10−38
to 2×1038,

while for DP it is −2× 10−308
to 2× 10308.

To handle the frations, for example, in sienti� notations, there

is no leading 0, hene an impliit leading 1 is taken in mantissa. The

Signi�and is taken as 24-bits, and the most signi�ant bit is always

taken as 1. Thus, 32-bit biased format is,

± 1.bbbb · · · × 2±E
(6)

Here b's are binary, whih are 0s and 1s. Some examples are given in

the following. Consider a 32-bit number in biased exponent format as,

{1}{01101011}{10100010000000000000000}
This number is −1.1010001 × 2x, where x = 01101011 = 10710,

true value of exponent is x + 2′s omplement of 127 (i.e., 011010112 +
100000012) = −00010100 = −20. Therefore, true value of above FP rep-

resentation is −1.6328125×2−20
. The 23-bits mantissa provides preision

equivalent to 8 deimal digits, and 53 bit mantissa to 16 deimal digits.

0.5.3 Extended single preision and double preision

Following are some additional features of IEEE754 format, whih are an

extension of standard �oating point representation.

When exponent is 0 and mantissa is also 0, with sign bit, it is treated

as ±0.
When exponent onsists of all 1's and mantissa is 0, it represents ∞.

An in�nity is aused due to over-�ow, i.e., due to division by 0. With

sign bit it is±∞.

When, exponent is 0, and nonzero mantissa, it is alled denormal

number. The value for this is ±0.M × 2−126
. These numbers are smaller

than smallest normal (representable) number.
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When E = 255, M 6= 0, it is Nan (Not a number format) indiator,

e.g. due to operation of 0/0 or

√
−1.

0.5.4 Floating Point Addition/subtration algorithms

Algorithm-to-add two FP numbers:

1. normalize the numbers: align the two numbers with respet to de-

imal point, inserting zeros after the deimal in smaller number and

at the same time inrease its exponent, until the exponents in two

beomes equal

2. Add/subtrat signi�ands (mantissas)

3. Normalize the sum

4. Chek for over�ow or under�ow and raise an exeption if neessary

Arithmeti:

� Let X = Xs ×BXE
, and Y = Ys ×BYE

� Then, X + Y = (XS ×BXE−YE + YS)×BYE
, if YE ≥ XE

X − Y = (XS − YS ×BYE−XE )×BXE
, if XE ≥ YE

� Let X = 0.3× 102 = 30 and Y = 0.2× 103 = 200. Then, X + Y =
(0.3× 102−3 +0.2)× 103 = (0.03+ 0.2)× 103 = (0.23)× 103 = 230.

0.6 Floating Point Multipliation and Divi-

sion algorithms

Algorithm-to-multiply

1. Add the exponents and subtrat bias

2. Multiply signi�ands

3. Normalize if neessary

4. Chek for over-/under�ow and raise exeption if needed

5. Round signi�and

6. Set the sign to positive if input signs are equal, negative if they

di�er
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The divide arithmeti is similar to multipliation; the division takes

plae for two mantissa and subtration is done for exponents.

Arithmeti:

� Let X = Xs ×BXE
, and Y = Ys ×BYE

X × Y = (XS × YS)×BXE+YE

X ÷ Y = XS

YS
BXE−YE

0.6.1 Computer arithmeti v/s arithmeti in mathe-

matis

Computers, of ourse, are ommonly used for numerial alulations.

However, omputer arithmeti is di�erent from the arithmeti that we

study in shool, in two ways: (1) omputers have �nite apaity and (2)

they operate at a �nite (albeit high) speed. The �nite apaity means

that ertain numbers (very large numbers, very small ones, and numbers

with many signi�ant digits) annot be stored in the omputer. If suh

a number is generated during alulations, only an approximate value

an be stored. If the number is a �nal result, this may not be a seri-

ous problem. If, however, it is an intermediate result, needed for later

alulations, its approximate value may a�et the �nal result seriously

and we may end up with a wrong result. This is espeially notieable

in �oating point alulations, where the hardware may generate approx-

imate results, store them in memory, and use them in later alulations,

without any error message or even a warning.

It is well known that any numerial algorithm must be stable. If a

numerial method is not stable, small arithmeti errors, resulting from

the use of approximate numbers, may aumulate and ause a wrong �nal

result.

The other di�erene, the �nite speed of the omputer, is both a bless-

ing and a urse. Computers are, of ourse, muh faster than humans

and make possible many alulations that, in the past, were impossible

beause of the amount of work involved. On the other hand, there are

alulations that, even on the most powerful omputers, may take many

years to aomplish. Two familiar examples are the searh for large prime

numbers and ode breaking.

Even though prime numbers do not have many pratial uses, math-

ematiians keep searhing for larger and larger ones. Sine there are

in�nitely many prime numbers, there is a limit even to the power of the

fastest omputers to �nd large primes. Seret odes are ertainly very
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pratial. Cryptographers are engaged in developing seure odes but, at

the same time, rypt-analysts are kept busy trying to break those very

odes. It is a ommon belief today that there is no absolutely seure ode

that will also be pratial (although impratial odes may be fully se-

ured). Any ode an be broken if it is used enough times, given enough

expertise and enough omputer time. In pratie, however, a ode that

takes a year of omputer time to break an be onsidered very seure.

Suh odes exist and are an example of the limitations put on omputer

arithmeti beause of the limited speed of omputers.

0.7 ASCII Code

The 7 bits/harater is a good size for a harater ode. This, however,

ignores one important aspet of harater odes, namely reliability. Char-

ater odes are stored in memory, moved inside the omputer, sent along

omputer buses to I/O devies, and even transmitted over long distanes

between omputers. As a result, errors an reep in, so a well-designed

harater set should pay attention to ode reliability. A very simple way

of inreasing the reliability of a ode is to add one more bit, alled a par-

ity bit, to eah ode. The parity bit is hosen suh that the total number

of 1's in the ode is always even, alled even parity. For odd parity system

the total number of 1's always odd.

Thus the (odd) parity of the group 10110 is 0, sine the original group

plus the parity bit has an odd number (3) of 1's. It is also possible to use

even parity. For even parity, the ode 1101001, that has four 1's to begin

with, is assigned a parity bit of 0, while the ode 1101011, with �ve 1's,

gets a parity bit of 1, to omplete the number of ones to an even number.

If a single bit gets orrupted, beause of eletrial or some other in-

terferene, a hek of the parity bit will reveal it.

Hene, when a harater is reeived by the omputer as input, parity

is heked. Often, when a harater is loaded from memory, the memory

hardware also heks parity. Obviously, a single parity bit annot detet

every possible error. The ase where two bits get bad is the simplest

example of an error that annot be deteted by parity. The result of

adding a parity bit is that the ideal ode size is now 8 (or rather 7+1)

bits/harater. This is one reason why most omputers have a word size

that's a multiple of 8.

The term ASCII (Amerian Standard Code for Information Inter-

hange) follows the rule of 7 bits for ode, and one bit is left for adding

parity. This ode was developed in the early 1960s by the Amerian Na-

tional Standards Institute (ANSI Standard No. X3.4) and is based on
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older telegraph odes. The �gure 3 shows the ASCII table.

Figure 3: ASCII-table

The ASCII enodes 128 spei�ed haraters-numbers 0 − 9, letters
a − z, A − Z, some puntuation symbols, some ontrol odes originated

with Teletype mahines, a blank spae, into 7-bit binary integers. ASCII

represent text in omputers, ommuniations equipment, and other de-

vies that use text.

For the ASCII Codes, the �rst 32 odes are ontrol haraters. These

are ommands used in input/output and ommuniations, and have no

orresponding graphis, i.e., they annot be printed out. In addition, the

odes 2016 and 7F16 are also ontrol haraters.

The partiular odes are arbitrary. The ode of A is 4116, but there
was no speial reason for assigning this. The B has the ode 4216, C has

4316, et.

There is also a simple relationship between the odes of the upperase

and lowerase letters. The ode of a is obtained from the ode of A by

setting the most signi�ant (7th) bit to 1.

The parity bit (8th) is always 0. The ASCII ode does not speify the

value of the parity bit, and any value an be used. Di�erent omputers
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may therefore use the ASCII ode with even parity, odd parity, or no

parity.

The ode of the ontrol harater DEL is all ones (exept the parity

whih is, as usual, unspei�ed).This is a tradition from the old days of

omputing (and also from telegraphy), when paper tape was an important

medium for input/output. When punhing information on a paper tape,

whenever the user notied an error, they would delete the bad harater

by pressing the DEL key on the keyboard. This worked by bakspaing

the tape and punhing a frame of all 1's on top of the bad harater.

When reading the tape, the reader would simply skip any frame of all

1's.

0.7.1 Extended Binary Coded Deimal Interhange

Code

A related ode is the EBCDIC (Extended Binary Coded Deimal Inter-

hange Code). This ode was used on IBM omputers and may still be

used (as an optional alternative to ASCII) by some old IBM personal

omputers. EBCDIC is an 8-bit ode, with room for up to 256 hara-

ters. However, it assigns odes to only 107 haraters, and there are quite

a few unassigned odes. The term BCD (binary oded deimal) refers to

the binary odes of the 10 deimal digits. EBCDIC was developed by

IBM, in the late 1950s, for its 360 omputers. However, to inrease om-

patibility, the 360 later reeived hardware that enabled it to also use the

ASCII ode. Beause of the in�uene of IBM, some of the omputers de-

signed in the 1960s and 70s also use the EBCDIC ode. Today, however,

the ASCII ode is a de-fato standard (with uniode athing on).

We are used to deimal numbers; omputers �nd it easy to deal with

binary numbers. Conversions are therefore neessary, and an easily be

done by the omputer. However, sometimes it is preferable to avoid num-

ber onversions. This is true in an appliation where many numbers have

to be input, stored in memory, and output, with very little proessing

done between the input and the output. Perhaps a good example is in-

ventory ontrol. Imagine a large warehouse where thousands or even tens

of thousands of items are stored. In a typial inventory ontrol applia-

tion, a reord has to be input from a master �le for eah item, stored in

memory, updated, perhaps printed, and �nally written on a new master

�le. The updating usually involves a few simple operations suh as in-

rementing or derementing the number of units on hand. In suh a ase

it may be better not to onvert all the input to binary, whih also saves

onversion of the output from binary. Suh a situation is typial in data

proessing appliations, whih is why omputers designed spei�ally for
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suh appliations support BCD numbers in hardware.

The EBCDIC ontrol haraters were developed to support punhed

ard equipment and simple line printers. Missing are all the ASCII ontrol

haraters used for teleommuniations and for driving high-speed disk

drives.

The idea in a BCD (binary oded deimal) number is to store the

deimal digits of a number in memory, rather than onverting the entire

number to binary (integer or �oating point). Sine memory an only

ontain bits, eah deimal digit has to be onverted to bits, but this is a

very simple proess. As an example, onsider the deimal number −8190.
Converting this number to binary integer is time onsuming (try it!) and

the result is 13 bits long (14, inluding the sign bit). On the other hand,

onverting eah deimal digit is quik and easy. It yields 1000 0001 1001

0000. Eah deimal digit is represented as a group of four bits, sine the

largest digit (=9) requires four bits.

Pratie Exerises

1. Express the deimal 0.5, -0.123 as signed 6-bit frations.

2. What is the maximum representation error, e, if only 8 signi�ant

bits after deimal point are used?

3. Assuming a 6-bit exponent, 9-bit normalized frational mantissa,

and exponent is represented in biased format, add the number

below:A = 0 100001 111111110, B=0 011111 0010110101. Assume

an impliit 1 to the left of mantissa.

4. Assuming all numbers are in 2's omplement representation, whih

of the following numbers is divisible by 11111011?

(A) 11100111 (B) 11100100 (C) 11010111 (D) 11011011

5. The hexadeimal representation of 6578 is:

(a) 1AF (b) D78 () D71 (d) 32F

6. What is answer for (1 + 1× 1020)− (1 × 1020)? Justify.

7. What is answer for 1 + (1× 1020 − 1× 1020)? Justify.

8. How the rounding/trunation is arried out by the CPU?

9. How over�ow an be deteted, if the arry bit is not used? I.e.,

deide it only based on the values of A, B, C = A + B and C =
A−B. Assume that two's omplement is used for negative numbers.
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10. The range of integers that an be represented by an n bit 2's om-

plement number system is:

(a) −2n−1
to (2n−1 − 1) (b) −(2n−1 − 1) to (2n−1 − 1)

() −2n−1
to 2n−1

(d) −(2n−1 + 1) to (2n−1 − 1)

11. The following is a sheme for �oating point number representation

using 16 bits.

S e m

15    14         ...              9     8                   ...                             0Bit Position

sign          exponent                                    mantissa

Figure 4: Floating point format

Let s, e, and m be the numbers represented in binary in the sign,

exponent, and mantissa �elds, respetively. Then the �oating point

number represented is: (−1)s(1 + m × 2−9)2e−31
, if the number

6= 111111, and 0 otherwise.

What is the maximum di�erene between two suessive real num-

bers representable in this system?

(A) 2−40
(B) 2−9

(C) 222 (D) 231

12. What are the values of expressions ∞/0, 0/∞,∞/∞. Justify your

answer.
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